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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

You need to determine what type of curtain you’ve ordered - S-Fold, Pinch Pleat, Pencil Pleat. 
You also will need to determine the configuration of the curtain - Face Fit or Ceiling Fit curtain.

You need to determine what type of surface you are mounting your bracket to. Ensure you use appropriate 
plugs and masonary tools if mounting into brick or stone. It’s best to install brackets on studs if possible.

TIMBER
We recommend predrilling holes and use 

25mm button head screws

PLASTER
We recommend a wall anchor. 

STONE, CONCRETE, BRICK,TILE
Use a masonry drill with appropriate screws, 

anchors and plugs

INSTALL THE TRACK 
When installing the track, you will find the bracket has a 
swinging lever, this lever should hold the track.

Feed the front of the track into the front groove of the 
bracket then push the bracket up ensuring it is sitting flat 
against the ceiling then lock the bracket in by swinging 
the lever in an anticlockwise direction.

INSTALL THE CURTAIN 
We recommend starting from the stack side and creating 
your S shape fold as you go.

First, remove one stud off the curtain to click onto the 
button end cap then simply move along the track by 
clicking all the studs into the runners. This is done by 
pushing the head of the stud into the opening of the 
runner, you will know it is in once you hear a click sound.

S-FOLD CURTAIN

Find a stud on your wall, ensuring the curtain is held securely. If no studs can be 
found, you are able to use hollow wall anchors or give us a call! Evenly space out 
your brackets along the wall on studs.

We recommend putting 2 brackets on the stack side (where the opened curtain 
sits) spaced at least 500mm or into the studs to ensure the weight of the curtain 
is held up securely.

FACE FIX

Begin by measuring out a 40mm from your wall or where any obstructions are.  
Find a ceiling batten on your ceiling which will ensure the curtain is held securely. If 
no battens can be found, you are able to use hollow wall anchors or give us a call! 
Evenly space out your brackets along the ceiling on battens.

We recommend putting 2 brackets on the stack side (where the opened curtain 
sits) spaced at least 500mm or into the battens to ensure the weight of the curtain 
is held up securely.

CEILING FIX

MOUNT THE BRACKET
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Loosen the screw in each bracket. Place the track in the 
bracket and click into place.

Once track is secured in the brackets, the screw can be 
retightened, securing the track in place.

Firstly, by removing one pendant off the curtain to click 
onto the button end cap then simply move along the track 
by clicking all the studs into the runners. This is done 
by pushing the head of the stud into the opening of the 
runner, you will know it is in once you hear a click sound.

PINCH / PENCIL PLEAT CURTAIN

INSTALL THE TRACK

INSTALL THE CURTAIN

Find a stud on your wall, ensuring the curtain is held securely. If no studs can be 
found, you are able to use hollow wall anchors or give us a call!

Evenly space out your brackets along the wall on studs.

We recommend putting 2 brackets on the stack side (where the opened curtain 
sits) spaced at least 500mm or into the studs to ensure the weight of the curtain 
is held up securely.

FACE FIX

Begin by measuring out 40mm from your wall or where any obstructions are. 

Find a ceiling batten on your ceiling which will ensure the curtain is held securely. If 
no battens can be found, you are able to use hollow wall anchors or give us a call!

Evenly space out your brackets along the ceiling on battens.

We recommend putting 2 brackets on the stack side (where the opened curtain sits) 
spaced at least 500mm or into the battens to ensure the weight of the curtain is held 
up securely.

CEILING FIX

MOUNT THE BRACKET


